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Custom-fit coating systems
for excellent results

As leaders in professional wood coating, we have developed high-quality products which
have been optimally matched to the needs of the prefabricated housing industry, saw mills
and carpentry businesses. This allows you to achieve top-class surface results – regardless
of which wooden component you are coating.
Our products lead you to to safe, high quality work
results: We have high quality coating systems for
application by vacumat, flowcoater, brushing machine or manual brush. Our offer contain practical
1-pots in base coats, mid coats and top coats.

Our translucent and opaque coating systems,
which perfectly combine industrial and manual
applications and ensure colour consistency, also
guarantee a perfect result in a component-based
surface coating.

Sealant layer
Impregnation
Primers

KODRIN
WV 456

CETOL®
WP 567 BPD
Translucent 1K impregnating
primer

Opaque 1K primer

Opaque 2K primer

Quick drying, elastic,
easy to apply.

Impregnates and primes in one work
step, protection against blueness and
rot.

Reduces discolouration over heartwood
and branches, good water-repellent
properties, durable.

Excellent insulating effect against
discolouration caused by components
of softwood and hardwood structures,
good filling capacity, good pore
wetting.

Water-based

Water-based
Binder type: Acrylic
Application:

Brush

Dipping

Spatula

Flowcoating

Fields of application:

Brushing machine

For sealing end-grain surfaces

Vacumat
Brush
Fields of application:
	Dimensionally stable wooden
components

Water-based
Binder type: Acrylic
Application:
	Spraying
Airmix/Airless
Conditionally paintable

Water-based
Binder type: Acrylic PU
Application:
	Spraying
Airmix/Airless
Conditionally paintable

Fields of application:

Fields of application:

	Dimensionally stable wooden
components

	Dimensionally stable wooden
components

	Wooden parts with limited
dimensional stability

	MDF, HDF with limited
dimensional stability

	Wooden parts with limited
dimensional stability

Sikkens Wood Coatings

The Sikkens Wood Coatings brand has existed since 1792. Experience
and expertise have grown enormously in that time. We are very proud of
our tradition, of the quality of the products and of the satisfaction of our
customers who have made us the market leader.

RUBBOL®
WP 151

Translucent 1K joint sealant

Binder type:Acrylic
Application:

Tradition and competence, innovation and quality, service and partnership – these are the values that have made us the leading brand in wood
coatings for exterior applications. The basis of our success is our passion
for wood and striving toward perfect coating solutions.

RUBBOL®
WP 198

	Non-dimensionally stable
wooden parts
Colours

Colours

Colours

Colours

Colourless

Base TC colourless
(Excerpt from Joinery Color Classics)

White

Cream-white

Pack sizes

Pack sizes

Pack sizes

Pack sizes

750 ml

2.5 l / 20 l

20 l / 120 l

RUBBOL® WP 151 primer
4.16 l / 16.67 l
WH 830 (WP 151 B) hardener,
0.84 l / 3.33 l

But our past success does not blur our vision for the future. Quite the
opposite - we see the challenges very clearly and have developed ideas
and visions in order to overcome them.
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Mid coat system

Oils / thin film systems

RUBBOL®

RUBBOL®

CETOL®

WF 3310-04-25

WF 3310-06-25

WF 9810-46-25

CETOL®
SF 731

CETOL®
WF 771

Opaque semi matt 1K mid
and top coat

Opaque, semi matt 1K primer,
mid/top coat

Translucent, semi-matt 1K primer,
mid and top coat

Translucent matt 1K primer,
mid/top coat

Translucent matt 1K primer, mid and
top coat

Good hiding power, good levelling, good
weather resistance

Good levelling, good weather resistance

High transparency, good pore wetting, good levelling
and excellent weather resistance

High transparency, deep penetration,
easy to process

Good UV protection, high water vapour
permeability

Water-based
Binder type: Acrylic
Application:
Brush
Brushing machine
Fields of application:
Dimensionally stable wooden components
Wooden parts with limited dimensional stability
Non-dimensionally stable wooden parts

Water-based
Binder type: Acrylic
Application:
	Spraying
Airmix/Airless

Water-based
Binder type: Acrylate
Application:
	Spraying
Airmix/Airless

Vacumat

Vacumat

Brush

Brush

Fields of application:

Fields of application:

Wooden parts with limited dimensional stability

Wooden parts with limited dimensional stability

Non-dimensionally stable wooden parts

Non-dimensionally stable wooden parts

Solvent-based
Binder type: Alkyd
Application:

Water-based
Binder type: Acrylic alkyd
Application:

Brush

Brush

Dipping

Dipping

Brushing machine

Flowcoating

Fields of application:

Brushing machine

	Wooden parts with limited
dimensional stability

Vacumat

	Non-dimensionally stable
wooden parts

Protection for wood in outdoor use –
CETOL® WF 771
Wherever wood is used it creates the sense of
well-being and ambience to the surroundings.
Wood can be exposed to extreme weathering in
directly exposed outdoor areas and will require
special protection.
For a world full of colour
We have developed a special translucent coating in
CETOL® WF 771 that preserves the unique wood effect
and a finish which glistens in bright colours. Wood
protection and a fascinating colours are the hallmark
of the CETOL® coatings. Our Never Ending Impressions
collection offers you a fascinating colour spectrum
with maximum transparency.
Also in metallic look
Give the fascinating colour world of Never Ending
impressions a new dimension and use effect pigment
WV 810 to create the new metallic effect.

Fields of application:
	Wooden parts with limited
dimensional stability
	Non-dimensionally stable
wooden parts

Colours

Colours

Colours

Colours

Colours

Base B00 neutral, Base B01 white

Base B00 neutral, Base B01 white

Base TC colourless

Colourless

Base TU colourless

Colour shades from 5051 Color Concept,
RAL and NCS

Colour shades from 5051 Color Concept,
RAL and NCS

Joinery Color Classics

Pack sizes

Pack sizes

Pack sizes

Pack sizes

Pack sizes

0.9 l / 2.25 l / 9 l

2.25 l / 18 l / 96 l / 120 l

2.5 l / 10 l / 20 l

5 l /20 l

2.5 l / 10 l / 110 l

Colour shades RAL 9016
2.5 l / 10 l

Colour shades RAL 9016
20 l / 120 l

Metallic-look wood - this is the start of a new,
fascinating trend. With its very special appearance,
the metallic effect lends the natural material its own
visual appeal. The effect can be varied by adjusting the
amount of metallic pigment added. The amount added
should not exceed 5%.

Never Ending Impressions
Joinery Color Classics

(1) Lavender + 1% WV 810, (2) Mineral grey + 1% WV
810, (3) Gold satin + 1% WV 810
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Colouring wood

Joinery Color Classics
Joinery Color Classics translucent and opaque on spruce wood:

Sikkens Wood Coatings offers your customers a huge range of colour collections. Many
customers are looking for greater individuality in their properties' coating design.
This can be clearly seen, for example, in the fact that more than a third of all components can
already be coated in colour - both with strong, opaque colours and with light stains, which
accentuate natural wood grain.
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Never Ending Impressions
Our Never Ending Impressions NEI collection, developed at the Akzo Nobel Aesthetic Center, shows the
entire spectrum of harmoniously balanced colours of subtle to vivid expressiveness.
Preventative wood protection and a naturally beautiful colour collection are typical features for our translucent
coats. This leaves more room for creative freedom and the implementation of the very personal taste in colour
of your customers. It also convinced our major customers Walt Disney and McDonald's.

New modern shades of grey
This collection shows you a wide range of beautiful, elegant, harmonious, natural shades that have been very popular
in the modern world for many years.
Supplement to Joinery Color Classics on spruce wood:

Never Ending Impressions translucent on spruce wood:

Savanna

Gold Satin

Ginger

Apricot

Rock

Cream

Mineral Grey

ON.00.81T

Oyster

N7.04.52T

Concrete Grey

Almond

Café Latte

Fine Clay

Ivory

Khaki

Light Tundra

ON.00.40T

LN.00.41T

Q7.03.30T

Natural Wool

Raw Mountain

Ochre

Lemon

Cinnamon

Red Earth

Mystic Purple

Forest Green

Sienna

Mandarin

Pumpkin

Light Coral

Charcoal

Dark Night

Chestnut

Oyster

Wengé

Sandstone

Morning Mist

Greige

Green Hill

Straw

Sea Green

Urban Blue

Lavender

Ultramarine Blue

Shadow

Tan

Pure Taupe

Graphite

Sepia

Indigo

Rich Saffron

Vanilla

Royal Red

Petrol Blue

Smaragd Green

Purper

Bamboo

J1.05.67T

G2.06.34T

P0.05.35T

RAL and Sikkens 5051 colour fan
The RUBBOL® RAL or 5051 fans show the great variety for opaque coatings.
Discover the almost unlimited possibilities of colourful design for opaque coating systems. All perfectly matched to your wooden
elements. But colours from other collections can also be easily realised with RUBBOL® products.

RAL Classic colour fans
6

F2.07.56T

Sikkens 5051 colour fans
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We’ve been pioneering a world of possibilities to bring
surfaces to life for well over 200 years. As experts in
making coatings, there’s a good chance you’re only ever
a few meters away from one of our products. Our world
class portfolio of brands – including Dulux, International,
Sikkens and Interpon – is trusted by customers around
the globe. We’re active in more than 150 countries and
have set our sights on becoming the global industry leader.
It’s what you’d expect from the most sustainable paints
company, which has been inventing the future for more
than two centuries.
For more information please visit www.akzonobel.com.
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